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Bayh-Dole Section 202(c) requires contractors 
to disclose government interest in patents

● these disclosures are an important policy tool:
○ inform about the role of the U.S. government in R&D 

investments towards a particular invention or inventions; 
○ provide federal agencies and the public in general with a 

better understanding of rights they may have in patents.
● contractors often fail to disclose government interest:

○ GAO (1999, 2003), Rai and Sampat (2013);
○ KEI has filed several requests relating to failures to disclose.

● late disclosures via certificate of corrections are also a problem.



priority date
years between priority and correction

sample size
average median max

1980-1989 8.9 8 29 269
1990-1999 8.1 7 26 774
2000-2009 10.0 10 19 706

total 9.0 8 29 1749

data collection: search for all patents in the NIH RePORTER database that initially failed to make 
government interest statements, but eventually did it via certificates of corrections. These counts are 

based on 1749 out of approximately 2200 patents in RePORTER that disclosed via corrections. This is an 
ongoing analysis. The current dataset, which includes all patent numbers, is available in this link.

Years between priority date and correction in a 
sample of patents that originally failed to disclose  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1dRKrZniPwc5iwePJobPgMf0914Qv7pQyE7DXTJ9hqUQ/edit#gid=739019302


identify U.S. patents that 
lack government interest 
statements in the text or 
certificate of corrections 

review priority dates, 
inventors, claims, abstract, 
title, and any other relevant 

bibliographic information  

review papers, NIH 
RePORTER, SEC forms, 
and other disclosures of 
U.S. government support

compare the contracts or 
grants with the patents that 

lack government interest 
statements

How we typically research failures to 
disclose government interest in patents



None of the published U.S. patents assigned to 
Moderna acknowledge government support 

U.S. patents and applications assigned to Moderna as of August 24, 2020
priority year N applications N patents N with GOVT

2010 3 8 0
2011 24 12 0
2012 40 41 0
2013 10 9 0
2014 7 7 0
2015 38 34 0
2016 13 12 0
2017 16 3 0
2018 2 0 0
2019 1 0 0
total 154 126 0

data collection: we used USPTO databases to search for all patents and applications assigned to 
“Moderna” or “ModernaTx.” A total of sixteen patents and seven applications were dropped from the 

dataset, and are not reflected above, because they were assigned to companies other than Moderna.



DARPA backed mRNA research early on

source: www.darpa.mil

“The first coronavirus 
vaccine to start human 
testing is from DARPA 

investment in the 
Moderna company.”



Moderna acknowledges DARPA support for their 
mRNA platform technology in SEC disclosures

source: www.sec.gov

W31P4Q-13-1-0007 W911NF-13-1-0417

start March 22, 2013  October 2, 2013

award “approximately $1.4 
million”

“up to $25 million”, and as of December 31, 2019, 
$19.7 million had been funded

summary “modified RNA technology 
for production of antibodies 
for immune prophylaxis.”

“messenger RNA therapeutics platform as a rapid 
and reliable way to make antibody-producing drugs 
to protect against a wide range of known and 
unknown emerging infectious diseases and 
engineered biological threats.”

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1682852/000119312518323562/d577473ds1.htm


At least two academic papers co-authored by 
Moderna scientists acknowledge DARPA funding



Several patents assigned to Moderna name 
inventors that acknowledged DARPA support



Several patents assigned to Moderna name 
inventors that acknowledged DARPA support

21 patents filed after the 2013 
awards name inventors that 

acknowledged DARPA support. 

















If funding agencies never take title of patents that 
failed to disclose government funding, regardless of 

the facts, contractors will have little incentives to 
comply with the Bayh-Dole Act requirements. 


